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Abst rac t - -Th is  is the first in a series of two papers dealing with a po,teriori error estimation for 
h-p finite dement approximation of second order elliptic systems. In this paper, we shall present he 
fundmnental ideas behind the error estimator and the theoretical foundations for the method. The 
second paper deals with the algorithmica] details. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problems of obtaining reliable a posteriori error estimators for h-p finite element approx- 
imation of weakly coupled second order elliptic systems is addressed. By weakly coupled, we 
understand that the individual equations comprising the system are coupled through the first 
and zeroth order terms only. 
A key issue when dealing with non-symmetric operators and systems of equations is the choice 
of norm in which to estimate the error. One feature of the present work is that a general approach 
to this question is presented. 
The method which we shall derive and analyze is valid for non-uniform and irregular h-p 
meshes. It is based on the element residual method. However, it provides a systematic approach 
to the choice of boundary conditions for the local element residual problem. Moreover, the actual 
element residual problem need not necessarily coincide with the original elliptic system and, in 
fact, decouples into a series of scalar problems. 
This is the first in a series of two papers. In this paper we shall present he fundamental ideas 
behind the error estimator and the theoretical foundations for the method. The second paper [1] 
deals with the algorithmical details associated with the computation of the boundary conditions 
for the local element residual problems. 
The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the model problem in which we shall be 
interested. Second, we give the notation to be used. Third, we present some preliminaries for a 
posteriori error analysis. Fourth, we deal with the localization and duality theory. Finally, we 
discuss the reliability of the error estimator. 
The support of one of the authors (JTO) by DARPA unde~ contract N00014-Ag-J-1451 is gratefully acknowledged. 
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2. MODEL PROBLEM AND ABSTRACT EST IMATION RESULT 
In order to simplify the presentation, we first consider the two dimensional case. The extension 
to three (or more) dimensions becomes clear after a few remarks of clarification. 
Let [2 C 9~ ~ be an open bounded domain with boundary r consisting of a finite number of 
smooth arcs meeting with internal angle 0 E (0, 2~r). 
The Sobolev space Hr"([2), m E Z + , is a Hilbert space defined as the completion of CC°([2) in 
the norm 
Ilull.,. = ID"u(x ) l  2 dz  , (1) 
I 
where a :(Otl, og2) , o~i E Z +, = or1 + o~2 and 
Oau 
Dau(x) -  az¢~,Oz~ 2 (2) 
is the derivative in the generalized sense at the point z E [2. H m ([2) is equipped with the inner 
product 
(u,v),n,fl = la~l <m_ /nD~' u(x)D°' v(x)dz" (3) 
We use the notation H°([2) = L2([2) in the case m = 0. 
Let 7) denote a partitioning of [2 into a collection of N = N(~)  subdomains K such that 
1. N(~)  < oo. 
2. • -- UKK. 
3. If K ~ L then K n L is empty. 
4. K are Lipschitzian domains with piecewise smooth boundaries 8K.  
5. FKL = OK N cgL is an entire edge of at least one of K or L or half of an edge of K or L. 
In all of the developments hat follow, the partition :P will be regarded as a collection of finite 
elements defining a mesh [2h on [2 for which the usual assumption of bounded interior angles and 
regularity are in force. 
We now focus our attention on a model problem. Let n be a fixed natural number and X C 
[H1([2)] n and Y C [H1([2)] n. We equip X and 3; with inner products (., .)x and (., .)y, which 
need not necessarily be the same. 
Finally, assume that the inner product on y is additive in the sense that 
N 
IIvlN IIvKIlY,K (4) 
K--1 
where vg  denotes the restriction of v to the single element K and the norm on the right hand sides 
are understood to be the analogous expression to [[.l[y, evaluated only over the single element K. 
This assumption is not restrictive and amounts to assuming that the norm on y is similar to the 
usual norm on [H1([2)] n. Later, we give a specific choice of inner product, but at this stage we 
shall strive to maintain generality. 
Let B : X x Y --, ~ denote the bilinear form 
n 
8( . ,  v) = 
j,k-~l 
where u = (u l , . . .  ,un) ,  v = ( I J l , . . .  ,lJ n) and  
B~k(u ~ , v k) = . /{Vv  k • Ak~Vu ~ + vJ'B~. Vu ~ 
+ vkCkJu j +Vv k .DkJu j}dz 
+ fa{,,kb P + ,,kepuq Us, 
(5) 
(6) 
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where A kj • ~}~2x2, Bkj • ~2×1 Dkj • ~1x2 and C~J, b kj and ~J E ~.  We shall assume that 
the bilinear form is continuous and weakly coercive on X × y,  that is to say there exist positive 
constants M and cr such that 
B(u,v)  _< Mllul lx Ilvlly, Vu  • x ,  v • y 
and 
Also, we demand that 
(7) 
S ( . ,v )  
sup ~ > 'yllvlly, Vv • y.  (8) 
-Gx Ilullx - 
for v • y \{o) .  (9) sup I S ( - ,v ) l  > 0, 
uEA' 
Let ~ : Y --~ 91 denote the linear form 
£(v) = ~ Lk(vk), (10) 
k=l 
where 
Lk(vk) ----- /f fkvk dz ~- fot fka vk d8, (11) 
where fk and fk • 9i are given functions. We shall assume that the linear form is continuous 
on ~)~. 
Under the above assumptions there exists a unique solution u • A" of the problem: find u • tY 
such that 
B(u, v) = £(v), Vv • y. (12) 
Let ,Y CAf  and ~ C Y denote finite dimensional subspaces consisting of continuous piece- 
wise polynomial functions defined on the partition 7 > of finite elements. The polynomial degree 
is allowed to vary from element o element but the functions are constrained in such a way 
that interelement continuity is preserved. For example, one might have in mind the h-p finite 
elements defined in [2], or indeed simply any conforming finite element scheme. We shall assume 
that (7)-(9) hold for the pair ,Y and ~ also. 
The standard finite element approximation of (12) is defined by: find ft • ,Y such that 
B(a,9) = £(~r), V9 • ~. (13) 
Once again, under the above assumptions, it may be shown that d exists and is unique. 
Let e - u - d denote the error in the approximation u ~ d. It follows that e • A" such that 
B(e,v) -- L:(v) - B(d., v), Vv • Y. (14) 
Define ¢ E Y so that 
(~,v)y -- B(e,v), Vv • Y. (15) 
The existence and uniqueness of ¢ follows owing to the fact that (., .)y is an inner product on Y 
and since B(e, .) is a continuous linear form on y.  
THEOREM 1. Under the above assumptions there holds 
711ellx _< II~lly -< Ml le l lx .  (16) 
PROOF.  Choosing v - ¢ in (15) and using (7) gives 
II¢,lly ~ = (¢,, ¢0y 
= ~(e, ~) 
__ Mllellx II¢lly 
(17) 
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from which the right hand inequality follows. Using (15) and (8) gives 
"rllellx < sup 18(e, 
-v y llvlly 
l(¢,v)yl 
: sup  
ll"lly 
= ll¢lly, 
(18) 
from which the left hand inequality follows. | 
The significance of this result, from our point of view, is that estimating [[¢HY is equivalent 
to estimating lie[Ix. It is instructive to consider for a moment he special case of B(., .) being a 
symmetric bilinear form and X = y .  As is well-known, the natural norm with which to measure 
the error in this case is the energy norm. By choosing (., .)x and (., .)y to be both equal to B(., .) 
we obtain ¢ = e and we are estimating the error in the energy norm. The development which 
we have chosen, therefore, reduces to the standard case of using the energy norm. However, 
our approach is applicable ven in the case of B being non-symmetric, in which case there is no 
natural norm with which to measure the error. This is reflected in the fact that we have some 
freedom to choose the inner products on X and y subject to the constraints (7)-(9). 
3. NOTATION 
It is convenient to formally define the exterior of f~ to be the zeroth element. In this way, the 
complete set of element edges may be characterized by 
E = E(7 ~) = [.JK,L:K>L>O rKn. (19) 
The set of interelement edges may be characterized by 
EI  -- E I (~)  - (.JK,L:K>L>O rKL .  (20) 
The unit outward pointing normal vector on K is denoted by nK. Let 
-I-1, i fK  > L, (21) 
aKL=- -aLK= --1, i fK<L  
and define 
n(s) = ffKL nK(s )  - -  O'LK nL(s), s E FKL. 
That is, n points outward from the domain with the largest index. 
Let v be some function defined on f~, then we denote its restriction to the element K by 
(22) 
VK ~ V[K, 1 < K < N. (23) 
In addition to the global Sobolev spaces and norms above, we introduce the broken Sobolev 
spaces Hm(P) 
Hm(P) = iv E L2(f~) : vK E Hm(K),  VK E P} (24) 
equipped with the norm 
112 
= [I"K[I ,K 
K=I  
Evidently, Hra(f~) C Hm(P),  m 6 N and 
(25) 
H°C p) = L2(P) = L2(~) = H°(~).  (26) 
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Let L~(E) denote the space of classes of square integrable functions defined on E with the inner 
product 
N 
(~, X)O,.B "" ~ Jr ~bKL(S)XICL(S)ds (27) 
K, L=O: K>L K~ 
and norm 
ll ll0m = (28) 
where qbKL = qblrxL denotes the restriction of ~b to the edge FKL. The space L2(EI) is defined 
in an analogous manner. 
Let 7 denote the Trace Operator [3], then it is well-known that 7 E £ (Hi(K), Hll2(OK)) and 
is surjective. The space Hll2(cgK) is defined to be the completion of C°°(OK) in the norm 
II~'Klllr,,oK = "~f {11"~111,~ : TvK = q~K', on OK} 
vK (K) 
(29) 
and H-112(OK) denotes the dual of Hll2(OK). Likewise, T1 denotes the first order trace opera- 
O~ tor Tlv = ~-~. 
For each element K E P and for j = 1,. . . ,  n let 
x e K, (30) 
i.e., Q~ denotes the ]C th component of the flux on element K. When x E OK, the normal 
flux ng•  Q~ is understood in the sense of the trace operators 7 and T1 acting on the restriction 
of Q~ to the element K. 
With each interelement edge FKL E E(P), we associate n functions ~(k) '~KL : FKL  "4  R corre-  
spond ing  to each component of the flux. We shall distinguish between the a (k) and a (k) and KL  LK '  
usually these will be unequal, but will be required to satisfy the condition 
a~)(s )  + a(L~(s) = 1, s e FKL; k - 1,... ,n. (31) 
The normal component of the flux will usually be discontinuous across the interelement edges. 
The jump in the flux is denoted by 
[n. Qk](s)-ng.(Q~-QkL)=nK.Q~+nL.QkL, sergL. (32) 
The a(~) are used to construct an average normal flux along the FKL from Q~ and Q~ as follows 
(n k [ (k)~k • (k),~k "Q - :  "I" OtKL I~L)  n .  (33) 
REMARK 2. The subscript is written as 1 - a to emphasize the fact that the average is formed 
using aLK times the flux from element K rather than the more natural notational choice of aKZ. 
4. A POSTERIORI ERROR ANALYSIS 
Let J : y --~ R be the quadratic functional defined by 
j ( v )  = 1 ¢ ,v -¢ )y  - (34) 
where ¢ is given by (15). Using (15) reveals that 
1 
J (v) = ~(v,v)y  -Z (v )+B(~,v) .  (35) 
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Let y0 denote the space constructed using the broken Sobolev space [HX(~)]" in the same way 
as Y was constructed using the space [Hl(f~)] ". Essentially, the difference between y0 and > will 
be that elements of each space will satisfy the same essential boundary conditions where these are 
imposed, but that the elements of 3;0 will not possess any interelement continuity. The elements 
of Y will possess ome degree of interelement continuity due to the requirement that the elements 
be in H 1 globally rather than just elementwise. Further, we let 3;1 denote the subspace of 3; 
consisting of functions which are constrained tobe continuous across the interelement boundaries. 
It is evident hat the following inclusions hold 
3;1 C Y C y0. (36) 
LEMMA 3 .  
(37) 
PROOF. The result is immediate from the definition of J and the fact that (., .)y induces a norm 
on Y. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose e E yx. Then 
-~11¢11y2= inf  J (v ) .  
vEy  I 
(38) 
PROOF. 
inclusion > C ~;1: 
Owing to (15) and e E yx, it follows that ~b E y l .  Using the previous lemma and the 
| A 1 
--~]l¢[[~, = inf J(v) < inf J(v) < J(xb)= -~-HXbHy 2. Z'"  -~  vEY  - -  vEy  I - -  Z -  " 
We now extend the functional J from y to the space ~0. Let 
y°(K)  = {v: K-- .  R"13w E y0, v =w[K}.  
That is to say, 3~°(K) consists of the restrictions of functions from yo to the element K. 
Define £g  : Y°(K) --* R and Bg(d, .) : Y°(K) --* R to be 
n 
where 
and 
z,~(,,) = ~ L~-(,,'), 
k=l  
LkK(Vk) -- /g  fkv '  dz + /aKnOnf~ v~ ds 
B~(a,v)= ~ B~(,~,,, k) 
j , k= l  
where 
B~(~,,?) = /{V ,? .  Ak~V,~ + ,?B k~ • V,~ 
• + vkCkJ~ + Vv k . DkiF~}dz 
+ {v~b~, j +v~c~,JdJ}ds. 
KnOl l  
Let Jg  : Y°(K) ~ R be the quadratic functional 
1 2 Jx~(v) ~llvlly,K .~K(V) + ~(l~l,V) ~ E (IlK k = - - "0  >l_aV~ ds" 
J@K k=l  
(39) 
I 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
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It is easily seen that Jg  is well-defined since J is well-defined on y.  
] :y° - - .  R to be 
N n 
3(V)--" ~__~ JK('V)-~ y~ ((11K ,Qk) l_ .  , [[t)/c]])E , . 
K=I k=l 
THEOREM 5.  Suppose  v E yl. Then ] (v)  ---- 3(v). 
PROOF. Let v • y l .  Then [[ v k ]] - 0 and, therefore, 
Finally, we may define 
(46) 
((nK'Qk),_a, [[vk]])£, =0,  k= l,. . . ,n. 
Consequently, 
N 
3(.)  = ~ gK(v) 
K=!  
N { 1 2 1 K~I~ ~-~ -- y~ ~llvHy,g - £g(v)'F B(d, v) - (ng .Qh),_av~ ds 
K=I = K k=l 
N 
- J (v )  K~I Z CrKM/r (n ' - .O )~_ ~ds  
= M=I  aKM k=l  
n 
- - J (v ) -  y~ (O'KM ~-O'MK) jfF Z (n. k , Q )l_ctVK ds 
K>M KM k=l  
= J(.), 
(47) 
where the final step follows since OKM "~" ffMK --  O. I 
This result shows that, in ],  we have constructed an extension of J to the space y0. In view 
of this, we shall in the future omit the tilde and denote the extension by 3 without danger of 
confusion. 
Let 54 = 54(EI) be the space of bounded linear functionals p of the form 
~(~) = ~(~,  [[~k ]])s,, ~ e y0. (48) 
k--1 
Formally, 54(EI) is the dual of the range space of traces of functions in H i (p)  onto the interior 
edges. For example, one element of 54(Et) is given by 
/]k (n k = "Q )1-~, (49) 
since by the Trace Theorem it follows that [[v k ]] E L2(EI) and (n. Qk)l_a E L2(EI). (In fact, 
the Trace Theorem shows that both [[vk]] and (n .  Q~)t-a lie in larger spaces related to H -1/2, 
but the above inclusions are sufficient for purposes.) In the sequel, we shall only actually need 
to know that this choice of p lies in the space A/I(EI), therefore, we shall not pursue a detailed 
characterization f .M(EI). 
Define the Lagrangian functional 2: : y0 x 54 -* R by 
z(v,~) = J (v ) -~(~) .  (so) 
With the aid of (46), we find that 
N 
• ( - , . )  = Z,,,(v)- Z (.'- <.,, Q'>I_o, ct:11)., 
K=I  k=l  
(51) 
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LEMMA 6.  
PROOF. Define ~ : ~)o ._~ R by 
then 
Therefore, we have 
1 -~11¢11.~-- inf sup g(v,p) .  
vEY ° pE.A~ 
#(.) = sup z(~,,), 
pEA4 
f J(v), i f vEy l ,  
@(v) 
I +co, otherwise. 
inf ~(v)= inf @(v)= inf J(v). 
vEY ° v f iy  x vEY  x 
Using this result along with Lemma 4 gives 
-111¢11 ~ - inf ¢ (v )= inf sup Z(v,p) 
vEY ° vEy  ° p E.A.'I 
as required. 
THEOREM.  
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
II 
N 
-~ll¢ll~ > ~ inf i~(.). (5z) 
- ~'--1 veY°(K) 
PROOF. Using (49),(51), Lemma 6: 
-~11¢11~,= inf sup Z(v,,) 
vE~P ° pE .M 
> sup inf I (v ,#)  
- -  pE.,~ vEY°  
> inf Z(v,/~) 
- -  vEyO 
N (58)  
= inf ~ J r (v )  
vEY°  K : I  
N 
and the result follows. 
= ~.  inf JK(v) 
~"--1 veY°(K) 
5. DUALITY AND LOCAL ERROR RESIDUAL PROBLEM 
Let !¢ be a positive constant o be discussed later. Define the inner product on J) to be as 
follows: 
N 
(.,v)y = ~ (u,v)y,K, (59) 
/('=1 
where 
and 
Therefore it follows that 
(-, v)y,K = ~( (u  ~, ~))y,K 
k=l  
(00) 
((-.,))y.x = fK {v. .  v .  + ~.~} d~. (61) 
JK(V) = ~_, jk(~k), (62) 
k=l  
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where 
= 1<( , , . , , , . ) ) . , .  <.... . 
- - "O  )1 -~ vg  d,.  (83) 
jr1 K 
Define 
Y°'k(K) = {vk: (vl,..., v") E y°(K)}, (84) 
so that y°,k(K) is the space formed by the ~th components of elements of y°(K) .  Using Theo- 
N 
-~II,Pli~> ~ inf Jg(v) 
- k"~--1 "eY° (K)  
= ~ ~ inf J~(vk). 
~ h O,h 
K=lk=l  ~ EY (K)  
rem 7, we obtain 
(85) 
Owing to the definition of the space y°,k(K), the expression on the right hand side is com- 
pletely decoupled into local problems over each element. Moreover, the decoupling extends to 
the components of v. Both of these features will contribute significantly to reducing the actual 
computational costs involved in the error calculations. 
We now focus attention on a typical uncoupled problem 
inf {J~(vk) : v k E Y°'k(K)} • (66) 
Denote the ]C th component of the element residual on K by 
r~(x) = fk + ~ {-V. (AkJVuj) + B kj . Vuj +CkJu.~ -- V.  (OkJuj)} in K. 
j=l 
Define the ~th component of the boundary residual on K by 
and by 
~ { b k~Ouj +ck, Juj} on Of lnOK R~(s) = S. ~ - . .  (A~iW~ + D~.~) + . 
j=l 
(67) 
(68) 
RkK(S) = -a(~) (s) [[ n . Qk ]] (s) on rKL. (69) 
Finally, define v~ E Y°'k(K) to be the solution of 
n 
((v~¢,w))y,K - L~(w)- ~ B~(~,w) + ~ w(ng .Q~)x_a ds for all w E y°'k(K). (70) 
Jo K 
THEOREM 8. Let 
PPk(K) = {pEH(div, K): ng.p= R~(s), sEOK} (71) 
and define Gkg : Wk(K) ~ R by 
1/. 1 / (v  +r~)2dz. (72) G~(p) = -~ p .  p dz - ~ • p 
Let v~ be the solution 0?(70). Then Vv~ E Wk(K) and 
inf J~(v) = J~(v~) = G~(Vv~) = sup G~(p). (73) 
~EY°'k(K) pEWh(K) 
PROOF. Similiar to [4]. l 
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Using Theorem 8 and (65) one easily obtains: 
COROLLARY 9. Let ¢ and GkK be as above. Then 
N 11 1 2 - ll¢lly _> G~c(P~c) (74) 
K=I  k=l  
for a//p~( 6 Wt(K).  
The implication of this result on the problem of computing error bounds is obvious. By simply 
constructing elements of the sets ~Vk(K), one can obtain upper bounds on the error. Of course, 
if the bound obtained is to be realistic, then some care must be taken in choosing p~. 
Suppose p 6 I'V~(K) then integrating by parts gives 
/K (V'p+ r~c)dz- ~KnK .pds+/Kr~C(X)dz 
rt 
L~c(1) EB~ (dJ 1)+~0 (nK h - -  __ , "Q  )1_ads .  
j= l  K 
(75) 
In fact, we define A~c to be 
71 
A~c L~c(1) EB~( f i J ,1 )  q -~ (nK k = - .0  d" 
j= l  K 
(76) 
and note that A~c is independent of the choice of p. 
Now, with the second term of the functional G~c in mind, we note 
A~c =/K  (V .p+r~)  dz 
~_ f/K(V.pq-rtK)2 dz} 1/2 meas ( K) 1/~ 
(77) 
and, hence, for any p 6 W t (K), 
/K I¢ -1  (V  .p+ r~) 2 dx ~ K -1  meas  (K )  -1  (Ak)  2 . (78) 
This estimate shows that if we refine the partition so that meas (K) tends to zero, then there 
is every chance that the bound proclaimed by Corollary 9 will be trivial. This is not something 
which may be controlled by our choice of p, but is a generic property arising from the definition 
of W~(K), manifesting itself in the form of the quantity 
n 
L~C(1 ) ~B~( f i  J 1 )+~ (nK k - ' " Q )1 -~ ds .  (79) 
./----1 K 
At this point, we mention that many element residual type error estimators currently available 
correspond to simply ignoring the second term of the functional G~c. (Of course, these estimators 
were derived in different ways from our approach, and the existence of the second term simply 
did not arise.) However, the standpoint which we shall adopt is that the second term contains 
important information about the accuracy of the finite element approximation, which we can 
make good use of. Essentially, A represents a third type of residual in addition to the element 
residual and the jumps in the fluxes between elements which have been used in virtually all error 
estimators to date. 
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Thus, in summary, our position is that the second term be controlled effectively. The means by 
which we can control this term is provided by the parameters a~)(s) ,  which dictate the bo.ndaru 
conditions on the local error residual problem (70). Consequently, we shall attempt o choose 
these parameters in such a way that the second term vanishes. If this can indeed be achieved, 
then we not only justify dispensing with the somewhat troublesome second term, but, perhaps 
more significantly, we have made use of the third type of residual to choose appropriate boundary 
conditions for our element residual problem. Previously, with no incentive to do otherwise, the 
choice a(g t)  = ½ was virtually always made. 
In [1], a procedure is given whereby the second term vanishes. This procedure is referred to as 
equilibration i  view of its relation to choosing boundary conditions which are in equilibrium with 
the interior residual. It may also he remarked that if the equilibration procedure is performed 
successfully, then the constant ~ plays no role in the error analysis and can be chosen equal to 
zero if desired. In practice, we usually make the choice ~ = 1. 
6. REL IAB IL ITY  OF  ERROR EST IMATOR 
Suppose that the equilibration procedure described in [1] has been successfully performed. 
Recall that v~ • Y°,~(K) was defined to be the solution of 
rt 
((v~,w))y,g : L~(w)- ~ B~(~J,w)-I  ~ w(ng .Qk),_: ds, 
j : l  K 
Vw • (80) 
Define e~ > 0 by 
, (~)2 = ((v~,v~))y,K. (81) 
For sufficiently smooth w, we extend our earlier definition of Q~ in the following way 
Qkg(w)={~"]~(Ak'~Vu#+DkJw#)} [ x ' ~ f x  x • K. (82) 
There is no danger of confusion with this notation since whenever the argument w is omitted the 
earlier definition is to be understood, i.e., Q~ - Q~(~). 
It is readily shown that the true solution u of the model problem satisfies 
n 
O:  Ltg(w) - ~ B~(uJ,w)+ ~ wn~: .Qk(u)ds, (83) 
j : l  K 
for any w • Y°,k(K). In fact, owing to the regularity of u on the interior of the domain, it follows 
that 
nK.  Qk(u) -= (r ig.  Qh(u))x_ a . (84) 
Consequently, we obtain 
n 
((v~,w))y,K : ~ B~(cn,w) - ~ w<nK .Qk(e))l_ a ds, 
j : l  K 
•,y°,b(r). (85) 
LEMMA 10. Let w E Hi(K) alid define 
= w(x) dz. 
meas (K) 
Then there xists aconstant C > 0 such that 
(86) 
-  llo,aK Ch 2 y,K (87) 
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and 
I1" - '~lb,,x -< (1 + O(hK))Ilwlb,,K, 
where h K = dism(K). 
PROOF. Using standard approximation theoretic arguments yields 
(88) 
I1~ - '~llo,K _< Ch, lwl,,g. (89) 
Now 
Furthermore, 
IIw - ello,aK <_ChKl /211w - -  ello:c 
_<Ch~=lwlx,g 
_<Ch~211wllY,K 
llw ~ll~,,K=lw -2 ~llw ~ - - wh,K + - I I o ,K  
___ (1+ C~h~c) 2 i~h,K 
<(i+C~h~) Ilwlly,K 
and the results are proved. 
Define the constant #~ as follows 
(9o) 
(91) 
I 
1 /K v~(x) dz. v~: - meas ( r )  (92) 
Then, using the equilibration property, it follows that 
n 
((VK,VK))y,K Vkg- -~)  - (v~- - f~) (ng .Ok(e) ) l _c  ds. 
j f f i l  K 
(93) 
Define e > 0 by 
N n 
:=  Z: Z (~) ~. 
K--1 k=l  
That is to say, e will be our a posieriori estimator for the error. Now 
(94) 
e '=~ BJg~(cJ, v~. - ~ . )  - K(V~c--f~kg)(nK.Q'(e))t_ads 
Kf f i lh= l  ~ j f f i l  
N II h IK----I k-----1 j---1 K '= I  -- 
(95) 
These terms may be estimated as follows. Denote h = max hg. 
IN  I 
K---1 k--1 j= l  -- = 
< M (1 + O(h)) dlel lX 
(96) 
where we have made use of Lemma 10. 
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Moreover, 
-~) (ng  .Q'(e)),_ a ds <_ E ~-~llv~ v~llo,axll(nK - . Qk(e) ) l _o l lo , sx  
K=I  k=l  K=I  k=l  
N n 
<_ . ,<... o'(.)),_.,o,,,, 
K=I  k=l  
N n 
_< Cc E E {hKIl(nx. Q'(e)>~_ollo3,.x} ;/' . 
K=I  k----1 
Hence, summarizing, we have shown that 
N n 
c _< M (1- I -O(h))HeHx- I -C  Z E {hKH( nK "Qh(e)),-aHao,ox} '/~" 
K=lk=I  
(98) 
Finally, we make the following assumption: suppose that there exists a constant p > 0 such that }1/2 
hK H(ng • Qk(e))l_aH02,aK <p(h)  ~ ~HeHx 
I,K----1 k=l  K=I  k=l  
(00) 
and where p < C for some fixed positive constant C. 
This assumption is related to the Saturation Assumption of [5], and amounts to a regularity 
assumption on the true solution u and a boundedness assumption on the splittings a.  
THEOREM 1 1. Let ~(s) be such that the equilibration condition is satis6ed and suppose that (99) 
holds. Then 
711elb _< e _< {M (1 + 0(~)) + Cp(h)} Ilelb, (100) 
where p is the constant appearing in (99). 
PROOF. Follows immediately from foregoing analysis. | 
The theorem shows that ~ will be an equivalent measure of the error. Moreover, if one is 
prepared to accept that p(h) --~ 0, then the constants appearing in the equivalence Itellx ~ c 
tend to 7 and M. By Theorem 1, these are the best constants which one can hope for. In this 
sense, we say that ~ is an asymptotically optimalestimator. In the case M = T = 1, we recover the 
classical asymptotic exactness property. Therefore, one may interpret he asymptotic optimality 
property as a generalization of asymptotic exactness to the non-symmetric case considered here. 
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